
delivering exceptional value to 
homeowners

Maximizing homeowner equity in property sales 
Genworth Canada offers consumers far more than mortgage insurance. 
We offer our insured homeowners support throughout the homeownership cycle. 
So, when two elderly homeowners with little equity in their residence recently 
decided to move to an eldercare facility, they called on Genworth Canada for help. 

Our shortfall Sales Specialist responded by ordering an appraisal of the couple’s 
property, negotiating with their realtor for a reduced sales commission, and 
reviewing offers with the realtor. With Genworth Canada’s assistance, the 
property sold in less than four weeks, with net proceeds after commission higher 
than initially projected. This helped the couple cover a larger balance of their 
outstanding mortgage, while providing savings for us. 

In 2013, Genworth Canada’s team of shortfall sale specialists helped hundreds of 
Canadians achieve savings by reducing and sometimes entirely eliminating the 
fi nancing shortfall on property sales. 

Our hands-on approach to shortfall sales demonstrates 
that what we do truly makes a difference to homeowners. 
We recognize that our customer and shareholder interests 
are aligned, and we offer partnership and service to 
ensure we all come out ahead.
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Providing fi nancial relief when it’s needed most 
We pride ourselves on a collaborative approach and high service levels that can 
be counted on in good times and in bad. One family in Alberta found themselves 
confronting one of these unexpected situations when they learned that the 
fl oorboards of the home they purchased were rotting with black mould. Experts 
deemed it uninhabitable without costly mould removal and renovations. 

For this family, the fi nancial consequences seemed overwhelming, until a 
Genworth Canada homeowner assistance specialist stepped forward with a solution. 
She worked with the family’s lender to help roll the unanticipated expenses into their 
mortgage, allowing them to make the repairs immediately but repay over time and 
return to their home sooner than expected.

Homeowners insured with Genworth Canada don’t have to face fi nancial diffi culties 
alone. Thanks to initiatives that increased awareness of our Homeowner Assistance 
Program, Genworth Canada was able to help 5,362 families stay in their homes 
in 2013. 

If unexpected situations such as job loss, illness or divorce make it diffi cult for 
homeowners to meet mortgage payments, Genworth Canada works with them 
and their lenders to address the challenges. 

“ When the unexpected happens, our 
Homeowner Assistance Program 
lends a hand with tailored solutions 
to help keep borrowers in their 
home. By proactively getting 
involved, we reduce the risks for 
everyone – homeowners, lenders 
and Genworth Canada.”
 – Stuart Levings, COO


